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Concordia empowers students 
through a comprehensive and 
rigorous American education. 
Our vibrant community, 
founded on Christian values, 
creates the ideal foundation for 
the entire family’s success.
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November 2017
  
Dear Friends of Concordia,

Twenty years ago, educators and members of the Lutheran Church Missouri 
Synod (LCMS) came together with officials from the government of Jinqiao 
to plan the construction of a new international school in one of China’s 
fastest growing cities. At the time, Concordia International School Shanghai 
was only the second international school in the Pudong district, an area 
made up mostly of farmland and small village communities.  
 
The educators who were called to this interesting project were not new 
to the process of building great schools. The LCMS has built over 1,000 
schools and 10 colleges in the United States alone, and at that point in time 
Concordia’s sister school, Hong Kong International School, was already 30 
years old. 
 
The leaders of Jinqiao set a course for excellence as well, turning miles of 
farmland into a modern and vibrant community. Today, the area surrounding 
Concordia’s campus is a thriving neighborhood for both expats and local 
Chinese.
 
Everything we enjoy today is the result of an outstanding vision and the 
tireless work of many. Leaders who knew that through unity and working 
together amazing things are accomplished. They recognized that individual 
lives and whole communities would be transformed!
 
Inside the pages of this annual report you will see evidence of how 
Concordia International School Shanghai, the result of that unified effort, has 
continued to develop into an outstanding school and a truly amazing place. 
You will see how we have grown and how we are continuing to evolve as 
educators, as stewards and servant leaders, and as a united community.  
 
As a member of the Concordia community, please accept my heartfelt and 
sincere thanks for your involvement in this excellent school. If you are not 
yet a part of our community, we welcome you to come and see what makes 
Concordia such an wonderful place. 

Faithfully,

Dr. Mary K. Scott
Head of School

Welcome From the Head of School

[

Wear_love ]
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What We Believe

At Concordia, the diverse intersection of passion, excellence, and strong community elevates the outcomes of 
all that we do. With a focus on excellence in academics and authentic learning, we seek to develop in every child 
entrusted to us the desire and skill set required to be a servant leader and an active global citizen. Our values 
define the interaction and direction of our school community, and we strive to treat each other with care, respect, 
and equity—always. The administration, faculty, and parents are active partners in ensuring that the entire family’s 
experience as part of the community is a positive and lasting one. 

At Concordia, we view every  
student as a gift from God,  
entrusted to us by parents, and  
are committed in Christian 
stewardship to educate students  
holistically in a nurturing 
environment that includes 
comprehensive and challenging 
opportunities in academics,  
creative arts, spirituality, athletics, 
co-curricular activities,  
and service. 

We partner with students and 
parents in a learning community 
that facilitates holistic education 
with high expectations. By giving 
more than taking, being kind and 
loving, and practicing forgiveness 
and peace, our community enables 
servant leaders. Celebrating our 
spiritual lives together and valuing 
everyone as equal, we respect and 
care for all people, making the best 
decisions for the individual in the 
context of community.

We expect our students to become:

 Insightful Learners

 Effective Communicators

 Reflective Spiritual Beings

 Active Global Citizens

 Principle-Centered Leaders 
and Team Members

We call these “ESLRs”   
(pronounced ‘S-lerz’).

Our Mission Our Core Values Expected Student Learning Results



[Wear_love]



Concordia Word of the Year 2017–2018

 

UNITE!
“Clothe yourselves with compassion, kindness, 
humility, gentleness and patience...And over all 
these  virtues put on love, which binds them all 

together in perfect unity.”



...a whole-child 
philosophy...

We attract those 
seeking rigorous 
academics...
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...and a 
welcoming 
community.

The Facts 
About 
Concordia
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Our Neighborhood

Concordia is centrally located in Jinqiao, one of Shanghai’s largest international districts. Families gather for 
meals in neighboring homes and at many of the local restaurants that offer Chinese and international cuisine. On 
the weekends, moms and dads grab a coffee before meeting friends and walking or biking to the field to watch 
their children’s games. Living and going to school in Jinqiao offers many of the amenities of the life to which our 
community members are accustomed, and before long it begins to feel like home away from home.

STUDENT NEIGHBORHOODS

Number of families 
represented by the  
student body

928

Percentage of Concordia  
students and overseas faculty  
that live within 3 km of the  
school campus in Jinqiao

36%

9.9%

35.6%
13.0%

2.8%

19.8%

0.7%

18.2%

Jinqiao

Century Park Area

Puxi

Lujiazui

Longdong Avenue

Kangqiao

Pudong Other



Student Demographics

The number of nations 
represented by the 
Concordia student body

32

Student enrollment for the 
2017-2018 school year as of 
September 2017

1,265

STUDENT PASSPORTS

United States

Hong Kong (China)

Korea

Canada

Taiwan (China)

Australia

Singapore

Other

Concordia students are invited to invest their own unique gifts and talents into the community and share in the 
blessings that result from learning and growing with classmates who come from all corners of the earth. Through 
this process, students learn more about their own strengths and values as well as the importance of peaceful and 
respectful cross-cultural collaboration.

RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION

Christianity

None Specified

Hinduism (1.4%)

Buddhism (1.3%)

Judaism (0.1%)

Other (0.8%) 52.3%

44.1%

2.6%

6.6%

3.9%

11.6%

12.0%

11.0%

50.9%

1.4%
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Faculty Demographics                                              
160 Teaching Faculty Members

Concordia teaching faculty are qualified, seasoned educators who 
facilitate learning among students and their colleagues. Concordia 
intentionally recruits teachers who are spiritually centered, who are 
passionate professionals and who are masters in their content area. Our 
teachers are recognized for actively engaging students, setting high 
standards, addressing learner needs, promoting cultural sensitivity and 
contributing to the whole child through an intentional academic program 
and relevant service learning and co-curricular activities. 

Percentage of teaching faculty 
holding MA/MS or Doctorates

82%

Percentage of teachers 
from North America

67%
FACULTY PASSPORTS

Percentage of Concordia  
teachers with over 10 years 
teaching experience

69%
8.1%

23.1%

21.3%
20.6%

13.1%

13.8%

TEACHING EXPERIENCE

5 Years and Under

6-10 Years

11-15 Years

16-20 Years

21-25 Years

Over 25 Years

FACULTY DEGREES

Bachelor’s

Master’s

Doctorate

76.9%

5.0%

18.1%

United States

China

Australia

Other

Canada

Philippines
63.1%

19.3%

6.4%

4.8%

2.1%

4.3%
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“Concordia has 
some of the 
most caring 
and qualified 
teachers I have 
ever met.”
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School Leadership

Jennifer Mendes
High School 
Assistant Principal

Eric Semler
Elementary School 
Principal

Drew Gerdes
Early Childhood
Principal

Dr. Janie Andrich
Middle School
Principal

Billy Thomas
Middle School 
Assistant Principal

Dr. Christopher 
Schuster
High School Principal

Dr. Mary Scott
Head of School

Brenda Petersen
Assistant
Head of School
(Personnel & Activities)

Curt Larson
Assistant
Head of School
(Finance, Operations 
& Strategy)

Genevieve Ermeling
Assistant
Head of School
(Teaching & Learning)

Dawn De Koker
Elementary School 
Assistant Principal



Mary Scott 
Board Member since 2016
Head of School
Concordia International School
Shanghai

President of the Board
Fred Voigtmann
Board Member since 1998
U.S. Attorney
Concordia Consulting Limited

Vice President of the Board
Jon Brantingham
Board Member since 2002
Group Managing Director
Brantingham Manufacturing
Committees: Finance; Strategic
Initiatives & Planning

Board Secretary
Josefina Shen
Board Member since 2015
Chief Financial Officer
Shanghai Hui He Investment Mgmt.
Consulting Co., Ltd
Committee: Finance

James Wong
Board Member since 2016
President Greater China & Far East 
Campbell Soup Company
Committee: Governance 

Earl Tai
Board Member since 2016
Executive Director 
Baobei Foundation
Committee: Strategic Initiatives  
& Planning 

Robert Treme
Board Member since 2015
HR Director 
GM China
Committee: Governance 

Carlos Treadway 
Board Member since 2016
Operations Director 
Ford Credit Asia Pacific
Committee: Governance

Eric Philips 
Board Member since 2016
AIA Partner
NBBJ
Committee: Strategic Initiatives  
& Planning

Peter Ng (not pictured)
Board Member since 2012
Lead Tax Partner, Central Region
PricewaterhouseCoopers Consulting
Committee: Finance

Tony Liu (not pictured)
Board Member since 2014
CFO
Cellular Biomedicine Group
Committees: Finance; Strategic
Initiatives & Planning
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Board of Directors 

Concordia’s Board of Directors is made up of business and educational leaders who support and promote 
Concordia’s development and growth. The board establishes the mission of Concordia and sets policies to ensure 
high standards and fiscal stability. The board entrusts the educational program and business matters to Concordia’s 
administration, faculty, and staff.
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70%
6%

7%

3%

7%

Stewardship

2017-2018 PROJECTED TUITION EXPENDITURES

Concordia believes that the quality of our faculty is one of the more significant factors affecting student 
achievement. As a direct result, we commit the largest portion of our resources to the salaries and benefits of our 
faculty. In addition, we strongly believe that ongoing investment in our faculty through professional development is 
critically important.

Concordia is a self-funded and 
financially independent entity. 
All daily operations, activities 
and investments are funded via 
tuition and/or gifts to the school. 
Additionally, all revenues have 
the sole purpose of providing 
transformative education for 
Concordia students in terms 
of expert and qualified faculty, 
world-class facilities, cutting-edge 

technology, and educational 
materials. Concordia has established 
a reserve program to provide 
monies for contingency planning 
as well as to provide funding for 
reinvestment in the school and its 
programs.

Concordia’s tuition costs remain 
competitive with other Shanghai 
international schools.

Salaries & Benefits

Education & Technology Materials

 Building Fund & Contingencies

Capital Improvements

Taxes

Other

Building Operations

5%

2%
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Annual Auction 2017

Organized by dedicated parent volunteers, the annual Gala & 
Auction raises support for service initiatives that benefit China 
and academic programs that enhance the educational 
experience of our students.

2017 Auction Program Focus 

The 2017 Gala & Auction raised 
support for school-wide initiatives 
in the area of athletics and co-
curricular activities. Concordia 
believes that involvement in 
athletics and other team activities 
exposes students to valuable life 
lessons in fair play, teamwork, and 
resiliency. 

Such activities allow students to 
build connections and strengthen 
relationships within the school 
and the community, while at 
the same time allowing them 
to build character and develop 
interpersonal skills that are integral 
to life success. 

Program Enhancements

49% of the proceeds from 
the 2017 auction will be used 
to enhance the school’s athletic 
program. So far, funds have been 
used for:

 New backboards in PC Ford gym

 New outdoor basketball hoops

 New APAC travel uniforms

 New outdoor event tents 

 Sideline sports chairs

10% is set aside to invite 
experts to work with student 
and faculty and participate in 
Intellectual Hub events directly 
related to school initiatives on 
which the auction is focused. 

Service Initiatives

41% of this year’s funds were 
split between service projects 
managed through Concordia 
Welfare & Education Foundation 
(CWEF). This includes The Grow 
Project, last year’s fund-a-cause 
recipient, and Youth Empowering 
Progress (YEP), Concordia’s 
flagship charity. 

In cooperation with CWEF, 
each fall semester, high school 
students have the opportunity to 
participate in service experiences 
that support YEP efforts for the 
installation of water systems in 
rural villages, health education 
programs, and athletic camps in 
Yunnan, China. 

Thank you for supporting the 2017 Concordia Gala & Auction
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“The will to 
win...

...the urge to 
reach your full 

potential...

...These are the 
keys to unlocking 

personal excellence.”

...the 
desire to 

succeed...

-Confucius



...and nurturing the 
love and pursuit of 

knowledge...

Our focus is on 
educating the 
whole child...



...both in and 
outside of the 
classroom.

...and nurturing the 
love and pursuit of 

knowledge...
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Educational
Philosophy



Expected Student Learning Results

Concordia students develop and strengthen competencies needed 
during their formal schooling in order to thrive in college and, more 
importantly, life. 

We design our school experience to 
reflect our learning goals for students, 
allowing us to keep our eye on the long-
term growth of our learners.  
We prepare students to become: 

Insightful Learners

 }  Raising questions and seeking 
answers through inquiry and 
deliberation.

 }  Demonstrating thinking that is 
analytical, critical, evaluative, and 
reflective.  

 }  Learning through observation, 
creativity, imagination, and innovation.

Effective Communicators

 }  Communicating in a variety of forms 
with clarity, precision, and awareness 
of audience.

 }  Using technology and digital media 
strategically, ethically, and capably.

 }  Communicating in more than one 
world language.  

Reflective Spiritual Beings

 }  Demonstrating knowledge and 
understanding of virtues and how 
different people and cultures value, 
teach, and live out those virtues.

 }  Examining personal values and 
spirituality, and articulating how these 
are demonstrated in action.  

 }  Reflecting on the congruency of 
values and actions.

 }  Engaging in thoughtful and respectful 
dialogue about matters of spirituality.

Active Global Citizens

 }  Recognizing the intrinsic value of 
every human being and responding 
with empathy through service and/or 
advocacy for the good of all people, 
both locally and globally.

 }  Exhibiting responsible stewardship 
toward the environment and the 
world’s resources.

 }  Demonstrating an understanding of 
the historical development of various 
cultures, religions, and world views

Principle-Centered Leaders and Team 
Members

 }  Persisting in problem solving with 
flexibility and determination.

 }  Demonstrating personal and 
academic integrity.

 }  Assuming shared responsibility for 
collaborative work and valuing the 
individual contributions made by 
team members.

Assessment at Concordia

Internal Assessment 

 }  Concordia uses a variety of summative 
and formative assessments that provide 
a global view of what and how our 
students are learning. Summative 
assessments include projects, tests, or 
final exams which evaluate the learner’s 
growth at the end of a period of 
study.  Formative assessments monitor 
student progress and provide feedback 
so students understand what they 
have learned and still need to learn. 
Formative assessments aid teachers in 
designing future instruction, and include 
writing samples, classroom observations, 
conferencing, quick verbal check-ins, 
student explanations of learning, and 
visual modeling of thinking that happen 
daily in the classroom. When considered 
together, we see a more accurate picture 
of each unique learner.

External Assessment

 }  Concordia uses external assessments 
in fours ways: to provide teachers 
with information to help guide future 
instruction; to monitor student growth 
over time; to identify students who may 
need additional support; and to provide 
an external benchmark of student 
performance.

 }  Included with assessment reports are 
comparison groups; a Concordia grade-
level cohort, a US schools cohort, and/or 
a global cohort. This snapshot of student 
learning is one comparative data point 
between schools and should always be 
viewed as part of the larger picture of 
learning.  Assessment information is 
foremost for the student, so individual 
progress can be illuminated and 
celebrated, and goals for future learning 
can be set in a meaningful way.

 }  Twice throughout the year (in the fall 
and spring), Concordia administers 
Measures of Academic Progress (MAP), 
as a formative assessment to students 
in grades 3-8.  For our high school 
students, the PSAT or SAT serve as our 
external assessments. 

Our assessment practice is built to answer the question “How do we know 
students are growing?” Equally important is teaching our students to ask 
the question, “How do I know I am growing?”  

The MAP is a computer-based adaptive external standardized test, 
meaning that the test adjusts its difficulty based on whether a student 
answers questions correctly or not. This adaptive nature enables 
MAP to hone in on a child’s instructional level in language, reading, 
and mathematics. MAP scores provide a snapshot of the student’s 
general achievement in language arts and mathematics at one point 
in time; assessing change between fall and spring highlights a child’s 
growth within subject areas over time. MAP scores help teachers plan 
instruction to meet the needs of each student in the classroom.

Measures of Academic Progress (MAP)

SAT Mean Score 
Comparison for the 
Class of 2017

Historical SAT Scores 
(Mean of Senior Class)

20
16 1410

1440

1430

20
15

20
14

1070
US National 

Average
(2016)

1375 
Concordia 
Average

SAT II Subject Test Results

SAT II (n=77) Students Tested Middle 50% Mean

Bio-Molecular 9 655-800 723

Chinese with Listening 6 620-800 715

Chemistry 12 650-800 734

English Literature 14 655-770 703

Math Level II 43 720-800 760

U.S. History 4 520-775 652

World History 24 592-710 650

Physics 11 670-800 715

SAT (n=68) Middle 50% Mean

Evidence Based 
Reading & Writing

610–730 675

Math 640–760 705

Total 1250–1490 1375

SAT Summary

ACT (n=51) Middle 50% Mean

Composite 27–33 30

ACT Summary

Results include students who are both native and non-native English speakers. 

ACT & SAT Results
AP Passing Averages 
240 Concordia High School Students took 623 exams covering 27 
subjects in May 2017. All students enrolled in an AP course are 
required to sit for the exam.

                       Received 3, 4 or 5                                  (2017 Global Average –– 60%)91%
                           Received 4 or 5                                  (2017 Global Average –– 33%) 73%
                                   Received 5 
                                                                (2017 Global Average –– 13%)45%

Art History [13]
4.4692%

Biology [19]

4.42100%
Calculus AB [24]

4.2191%

Calculus BC [34]

4.4197%
Chemistry [28]

4.093%

Chinese [55]
4.64100%

Computer Science A [16]
3.9488%

Computer Science Principles [17]
3.2994%

English Language [61]

4.2195%
English Literature [22]

4.55100%

Environmental Science [16]
3.8181%

French Language [1]

3.0100%
Human Geography [1]

5.0100%
Macroeconomics [60]

3.7280%

Microeconomics [58]
4.0390%

Physics 1 [17]

3.9494%
Physics 2 [2]

5.0100%
Physics C: E [13]

3.8592%
Physics C: M [13]

4.77100%
Psychology [56]

3.7588%
Spanish Language [6]

2.8383%

Statistics [39]
3.6477%

Studio Art: 2-D Design [3]

4.67100%
Studio Art: 3-D Design [1]

3.0100%
Studio Art: Drawing [2]

5.0100%
US History [8]

4.088%
World History [38]

4.2197%

2017 AP Results

% of Students Scoring 3 or Higher

Global Mean
China Mean
Concordia Mean

[n]  Number of Students Taking Test

Advanced Placement
Typically, students in Grade 10 may take one AP class. Grade 11 
students may take up to three AP courses and Grade 12 students 
may take up to four AP courses. There are exceptions to these limits 
but they are considered on a student-by-student basis.

Advanced Placement (AP) classes at Concordia are optional; 
however, students who have demonstrated scholarship in prior 
related subjects are encouraged to consider AP classes. Concordia 
administration, counselors, and teachers are always available to 
advise students on appropriate course loads. 

More than 90% of 4-year colleges and universities in the U.S. grant 
advanced placement, credit, or both for successful scores on AP 
Exams, and 85% of selective institutions report that a student’s AP 
experience favorably impacts admission decisions. Additionally, AP 
is recognized by more than 3,600 universities worldwide, including 
more than 600 universities in over 55 countries outside of the U.S. 

Class Rank & GPA
 }All instruction is in English with the exception of World Languages.

 }Concordia uses a 4.0 grading scale. Only coursework completed at Concordia is used in the calculation of a student’s GPA.

 }Concordia does not weight grades for AP or honors courses.

 }Due to the highly accomplished nature of the Concordia student body and the mobility of expatriate families, an individual’s class 
rank is not reported.

 }An estimated percentile placement will be provided to assist in university admission decisions if requested.

GPA Distribution

Point Range Class of 2017 (G12) Class of 2018 (G11)

3.5–4.0 55 56

3.0–3.5 22 15

2.5–3.0 4 5

2.0–2.5 1 1

<2.0 N/A N/A

Class Size 82 77

Language

G5 G6 G7 G8G3 G4 G9 G10

Math

G5 G6 G7 G8G3 G4 G9 G10

Reading

G5 G6 G7 G8G3 G4 G9 G10

ES
EARCOS
National

MS HS

2017 Spring MAP Scores
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Holistic Focus

When we say we educate the whole child we mean that we invest in and tend to every part of each student: 
spiritually, physically, emotionally, socially, and intellectually. Our holistic philosophy is intentional from elementary 
to high school, because we believe that balance is integral to life success. 

By encouraging students to find their own unique balance, while providing them with support to pursue personal 
excellence, we find that amazing things happen. As a result, Concordia students take away the experience of 
having tried their hand at many things, gaining mastery as they delve deeper into their favorites and building 
confidence in their ability to adapt and learn new skills.

The variety of experiences Concordia provides its students, from 
educational travel to academic conferences, sports tournaments 
to assemblies, allows them to develop not only as students but 
as people.
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Academic Approach

Our new elementary and middle 
school math curriculums encourage 
students to move beyond solving 
algorithms to elaborating about 
the underlying principles used to 
solve the problem. Instead of seeing 
students sitting in desks for most 
of the period, you will find them 
spread in pairs or groups around 
the room at “workspaces” exploring 
mathematical and spatial relationship 
and discussing their ideas.

The new seventh grade Maker 
course ensures that each student 
can delve into the design-thinking 
process, investigating solutions to 
problems they see around them. 
Our science teachers continue to 
incorporate more phenomenon to 
pique wonder and curiosity and 
have students draw models to make 
their thinking visible; adapting 
those models  deepens their 
understanding. 

Through the RSB curriculum 
students have the opportunity to 
explore and reflect on their personal 
values and spirituality. All students 
are encouraged to articulate the 
meaningful ways in which they 
live out these values in daily life. 
With this understanding of their 
own values and beliefs, students 
are able to engage thoughtfully 
and respectfully in discussions on 
matters of spirituality.

At Concordia, we seek out ways to foster deeper learning, a type of 
processing and learning marked by a student’s ability to transfer what 
they have learned to new situations. Our approach can be summed up 
as “deeper learning, wrapped in relationships.” Because we believe 
relationships feed collaboration and personalization, we tailor what we 
teach to who we teach. The relationships between teacher and student, 
student and student, as well as parent and school, unlock the potential 
inside all to become who they are capable of becoming.

Deep roots allow trees to grow tall and weather many storms. Likewise, 
our intentional approach to developing a deep root system of cognitive, 
intrapersonal, and interpersonal skills in our students allows them to grow 
through challenges, ready to lead change in a complex and dynamic world. 

Concordia has been creating experiences that nurture individuality and 
excellence for two decades, and we continually look to improve student 
learning. The curricular developments mentioned below are a few recent 
examples of our evolving academic program.

Math STEM Reflective Spiritual Beings (RSB)

Effective practices our teachers use 
to support deeper learning include:

 using multiple and varied 
representations of concepts or 
tasks;

 encouraging elaboration, 
questioning, and self-explanation;

 engaging learners in challenging 
tasks, with supportive guidance 
and feedback;

 teaching with examples and cases;

 priming students’ motivation; and

 using formative assessment.

Since teaching and learning happen in concert, we intentionally 
link the two, making Teaching&Learning the foundation for our 
academic approach.
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Co-Curricular Opportunities

Co-curricular activities are generally 
held after school and focus on 
exploration with participation 
limited only by the number of 
students who can safely and 
effectively participate at one time.

In addition to other after-school 
co-curriculars, students have 
the opportunity to engage with 
students from other schools via  
the China International Schools 
Sports Association (CISSA) and 
Shanghai International Schools 
Activities Conference (SISAC).

There are increased opportunities 
for competition and collaboration, 
which may include travel throughout 
Asia as part of the Asia Pacific 
Activities Conference (APAC). 
Students focus and dive deep to 
develop their interests.

Elementary School Middle School High School

Concordia’s co-curricular program includes activities, sports, and clubs 
and runs parallel to the curriculum to provides additional exposure to 
experiential learning within a safe and nurturing environment. Taught, 
coached or advised primarily by experienced Concordia teachers, co-
curricular activities reinforce curricular areas and provide a place where 
students can fully explore the topics in which they have an interest. The 
co-curricular program aligns across grade levels, offering a thematic 
thread of intentional, age-appropriate activities starting in the early grades 
up through high school.    

“The key to 
success is 
finding one’s 
own balance.”

Fine Arts, (e.g, visual arts, 
drama & music)

Language Clubs

Academic (e.g, communication, 
math, literacy, & leadership)

Sports-Related Activities

Life Skills & Enrichment 
(e.g, fitness, student council, service 
clubs, martial arts, cooking)

STEM (e.g, robotics,  
design, engineering, coding) 

CO-CuRRiCuLAR OFFERiNGS

 
29.5%

24.0%
18.4%

14.3%

8.3%

5.5%

Number of co-curricular 
activities offered across all 
divisions in 2016-2017

217
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Our 250 graduates from the classes of 2015 to 2017 were accepted to 347 universities in 10 countries and 
matriculated to 122 institutions. Universities with multiple matriculations are denoted by boldface print. Listed 
universities located outside the Unites States include acceptances as well as matriculation.

University Matriculation

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

The University of Alabama
American University
Auburn University
Austin College
Biola University
Boston University
Bowling Green State University
Brandeis University
Brigham Young University
Brown University
Bryn Mawr College
Carleton College
Carnegie Mellon University
Case Western Reserve University
Central Michigan University
University of Chicago
Christopher Newport University
Clemson University
Colorado College
Concordia University, Portland
The Cooper Union for the Advancement of 
Science and Art
Cornell University
Dartmouth College
DePaul University
Duke University
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, Prescott
Emory University
Fashion Institute of Technology
Fordham University
Furman University
George Fox University
The George Washington University
Georgetown University
Georgia Institute of Technology
Gordon College
Harvard University
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Indiana University at Bloomington
Indiana University-Purdue University 
Indianapolis
Ithaca College
Johns Hopkins University
Kettering University
Lewis and Clark College
Loyola Marymount University
University of Maryland, College Park
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Michigan State University
University of Michigan
New York University
Northeastern University
University of Northern Colorado
Northwestern University
University of Notre Dame
Oakland University

Occidental College
Pennsylvania State University
University of Pennsylvania
Pepperdine University
Pitzer College
University of Portland
Purdue University
Rhode Island School of Design
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
Saint Mary’s College of California
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Davis
University of California, Irvine
University of California, Los Angeles
University of California, San Diego
University of California, Santa Barbara
University of California, Santa Cruz 
University of San Diego
University of San Francisco
Santa Clara University
Santa Monica College
School of the Art Institute of Chicago
Scripps College
Smith College
University of Southern California
Syracuse University
Texas A&M University
The University of Texas, Austin
The New School
The Ohio State University
Trinity University
Tufts University
Tulane University
Vanderbilt University
Vassar College
University of Virginia
Wake Forest University
University of Washington
Wellesley College
Western Washington University
Wilamette University
Wisconsin Lutheran College
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Worcester Polytechnic Institute

AUSTRALIA

RMIT University

CANADA

Brescia University College
Carleton University-Faculty of Arts and Social
Sciences
University of British Columbia
Dalhousie University
Queen’s University
McGill University
McMaster University
Ryerson University

Simon Fraser University 
St. Francis Xavier University
University of Toronto
University of Victoria
University of Waterloo
Western University
Wilfrid Laurier University

DUBAI

Emirates Academy of Hospitality 
Management

FRANCE

Vatel International Business School
Hotel and Tourism Management

UNITED KINGDOM

University of Cambridge
Imperial College of London
The London School of Economics and Political 
Science
The University of Edinburgh
University of St. Andrews
King’s College London
The University of Warwick
University of Glasgow
University of Oxford
University of the Arts London

HONG KONG

The Chinese University of Hong Kong
City University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Hong Kong University of Science and 
Technology
Savannah College of Art and Design
University of Hong Kong

NETHERLANDS

Hotel School: The Hague

PHILIPPINES

De La Salle University-College of Saint Benilde 

REPUBLIC OF KOREA

KAIST-Korea Advanced Institute of Science & 
Technology
Korea University
Sogang University
Sungkyunkwan University (SKKU)
Waseda University
Yonsei University

SINGAPORE

LASALLE College of the Arts
Nanyang Technological University
National University of Singapore
Singapore Management University
Yale-NUS College

SWITzERLAND

Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne



Our vision and 
pioneering spirit  
compel us to go 

above and beyond...
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Raising
the Bar

...never settling 
for complacency 
in academics, 

educational activities 
or service.



Pioneering Programs

Concordia has become an incubator for innovative programs 
that explore avenues of learning far beyond the traditional 
concept of education. 

Intellectual Hub Events

Concordia has long been a hub for intellectual and 
cultural activity. Whether through professional-led 
workshops for students and teachers or our original 
speaker series, the school continues to attract bestselling 
authors and leading experts from around the world to 
engage with the community. Since 2009, we have invited 
more than 30 artists and authors to our campus and 
hosted over 35 Concordia Presents events as part of 
Concordia’s Intellectual Hub. 

The lineup of 2016-2017 Concordia Presents speakers 
included award-winning visual artist Dick Termes, the 
brass quintet Brazen Brass 5, and children’s book authors 
and illustrators Steve Jenkins and Robin Page.  

High School Explorations 

In the final weeks of the spring semester high school 
students have the opportunity to expand Concordia’s 
ESLRs while applying classroom knowledge and 
skills in a new context. The Explorations program has 
G9-G10 students undertaking rigorous and relevant 
experiential learning that allows them to develop new 
skills and acquire knowledge within the context of direct 
application. 

Historically, Explorations has acted as a curriculum 
incubator for applied learning courses. High school 
courses such as Big Data Analytics and Social 
Entrepreneurship were initially piloted through the 
Explorations Program. 

Middle School Inspirations

A similar program offered in the middle school, known 
as Inspirations, gives students from G5 to G8 the chance 
to pursue activities to further their interest in a particular 
subject or to take risks and try new activities they may 
have never otherwise considered. Inspirations culminates 
in a showcase event where each group shares their 
experience with the community. 

2017 Inspirations course offerings included Meals on 
Wheels, DIY Teen Business, Survival Skills, and The Art of 
the Heart: A Dissection Lab, among many others.

Elementary School Successful Start Program

The Successful Start program assists in meeting the 
needs of our youngest learners by transitioning first-
time students into the school environment in a way that 
relieves anxiety and fosters social learning that benefits 
children, families, and teachers. The transition starts 
during the spring prior to the new school year with 
tailored events for incoming students and parents. 

Small groups of students begin the first three days of 
school with 90-minute classroom sessions. They later 
attend three half-day classes with the entire class, before 
starting full-days for the rest of the school year.  

Student Media Services (SMS) 

This high school media organization is driven by 
students, fueled by passion, and directed by curiosity. 
SMS is the umbrella organization for many student 
interest groups (SIGs), which offer organization, structure, 
and support as students work on explorations or 
productions of their own design. The work is student-
directed and student-led with teachers, peers, and 
community experts coaching them through their inquiry 
or design-based activities. 

Since 2015, SMS has provided digital media support for 
school-related activities such as the United Herald, Pink 
Out  Assembly, Back-to-School Bash, and CISSMUN. 

Student Wellbeing & Happiness Engineering

By measuring, sleep, homework load, and teacher-
student connections, high school counselors have 
gained valuable insight into the health and wellbeing of 
our students. The Wellness & Happiness Engineering 
program collects, visualizes, and communicates student 
wellness data, which is then integrated into the school 
curriculum.

The work high school counselors have put into building 
and implementing the program is being noticed by 
school counselors and thought leaders around the world. 
The program is currently being adopted by a number of 
schools in the US, Europe, the Middle East, and Asia.
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Below are just a few of the programs pioneered by Concordia faculty carried out during the 2016-2017 school year.  



[Above] NHD students discuss their 
history projects with judges.

[Above] Students work with artist Dick 
Termes to create 6-D artworks. 

[Above] Off the coast of Thailand students collect reef data for REEF CHECK 
as part of the Marine Research program. [Below] Middle School Inspirations 
has students planning and constructing an entire city out of cardboard.

Student Wellbeing 
& Happiness  
Engineering  
Program 
Tracks student 
wellness data used 
to inform curriculum

National History  
Day China
Annual US history 
competition 
brought to China 
by Concordia 
teachers in 2009

Inspirations
Week-long 
experiential 
learning inspired 
by student and 
teacher passions 

Explorations 
Week-long 
experiential learning 
that has acted as a 
curriculum incubator 
for applied learning 
courses

Marine Research 
Collaborative 
program with 
conservationists 
to research and 
maintain ocean reef 
in Thailand 

Readers & Writers 
Workshop
Literacy program 
that gives exclusive 
access to specialists 
from Columbia 
University Teachers 
College 

One Hen Project  
Social 
entrepreneurship 
program that has 
students planning 
and running their 
very own social 
enterprise 

Successful Start 
Program that 
transitions new-
to-school students 
into the school 
environment

G5

G8

Middle

G12

G9

High

G4

Elementary

PS
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Students are deepening their passions, 
while making unique connections between 
their studies and real-world endeavors.



Week-long  
adventure, service 
learning or cultural 
excursions with  
in-depth China 
focus, impacting 
both students and 
local residents
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Impact China

With its expanding cities, vast 
landscapes, and evolving culture, 
China provides the ideal backdrop 
for students to deepen their 
learning experience. 

Elementary school students explore 
Shanghai and the surrounding areas 
on day trips to museums, galleries, 
parks, and gardens. They also 
experience service opportunities 
at local schools and charities that 
empower them as servant leaders 
and active global citizens.

As they progress through the 
grades, students go further afield, 
exploring their host country 
through educational travel centered 
around culture, service, and 
adventure. These are the hallmarks 
of the middle school educational 
excursions that take place outside of 
Shanghai. 

In high school, students participate 
in the Transforming Individuals 
by Education & Service (TrIBES) 
program, which offers a variety 
of courses that take place in 
destinations across the country. 

The 2017 middle school trips and 
high school TrIBES courses are listed 
on the opposite page. 

G12

G9

G5

G8

G4

Exploration and 
exposure; field 
trips that enhance 
lessons and feature 
local community

3-7 day trips  
exploring self  
and China

Elementary

Middle

High

PS

XiNJiANG

XiZANG
(Tibet)
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        High School—TrIBES China 2017

1. Ancient Tea Trail
2. Coffee in Yunnan
3. Experiencing the Long March
4. Faith Building Trek
5. Hong Kong Amazing Race
6. Inner Mongolia Culture and Service

7. Makerspace Technology Experience 
8. Master Chef: A Culinary Cultural 

Experience
9. Mosaic Shanghai
10. Planet Walk
11. Shaolin Temple Kung Fu Experience

12. The Bright Connection
13. Through the Lens
14. Xichong: Science, Service, and Sport
15. YEP Teaching and Learning
16. YEP WASH
17. Zhangjiajie Community Service

Youth Empowering Progress (YEP) 
Concordia students founded the Yunnan Education 
Project charity, now called Youth Empowering Progress, in 
2002 as a response to Concordia’s first Educational Travel 
Program. Through a partnership with Concordia Welfare 
and Education Foundation, students support efforts in 
impoverished rural China each year through service and 
fundraising. Efforts now include installation of water 
systems in rural villages, health education programs, 
athletic camps, and local projects in Shanghai.

        Middle School—Interim China 2017

1. Grade 5 Nanbeihu
2. Grade 6 Moganshan
3. Grade 7 Beijing
4. Grade 8 Yangshuo

QiNGHAi

GANSu

HEiLONGJiNAG

JiLiN

LiAONiNG

SHANDONG

iNNER MONGOLiA

SiCHuAN

SHANXi

YuNNAN

GuANGZHOu
GuANGXi

GuiZHOu
HuNAN

HENAN
Xi’AN

HEBEi

NiNGXiA

BEiJiNG

HuBEi

JiANGXi

ANHui

HAiNAN

NANBEiHu

ZHEJiANG

FuJiAN

HONG KONG (SAR)

SHANGHAi

JiANGSu East China Sea

South China Sea

11

15

13

17

10

14

12

16

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3
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Our close-knit 
and vibrant 
community...
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...creates the 
foundation for the 
entire family’s 

success. 

People Who
Make Our
Community
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SMS from the POV of a Passionate Student  

“Each time 
we meet we 
look for more. 
More projects. 
More service.”

When people think about Student Media Services (SMS), they think about 
video documentation and editing. While that is a huge part of SMS, there 
are lots of other activities that happen under the organization. SMS is an 
umbrella organization for different Student Interest Groups (SIGs), each 
focusing on a specific aspect of media production. We currently have eight 
SIGs and a around 65 high school students involved. 

I love SMS because it combines two of my favorite things: music and peer 
mentoring. Though I oversee the organization as a whole, managing forms, 
tasks, and other executive matters, I also have the opportunity to compose 
music and share that passion with others. Through leading the Music 
Production SIG, I am able to not only compose my own music but to help 
others grow as composers. As a group, we are able to provide authentic 
music for SMS video productions and school concerts. 

My executive role in the organization has me focusing a lot on general 
SMS celebration events. Every year SMS starts with an orientation event, 
that piques students’ interest and encourages them to explore what SMS 
has to offer. Then I coordinate the Semester 1 celebration video, which 
briefly covers the achievements of SMS students until that point. Finally, 
SMS ends each school year with the celebration event in April, where we 
hand out service certificates (since SMS is a service-oriented organization), 
showcase our achievements, and invite parents and guests to celebrate our 
achievements with us. 

Each time our Executive Committee meets to plan the next school year, we 
look for more. More projects. More service. Among our projects last year, 
were the Pink Out Assembly, the Shanghai Hackathon, and the Kuliang 
project, a special documentary project that SMS students worked on in 
collaboration with local government from a historic town in China’s Fuzhou 
province. This school year, we are excited to dive into additional projects 
that need more light. I am excited for what is in store for SMS in the future, 
and I hope all of the students have an opportunity to experience the 
benefits of this organization!
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Straight from the Heart of the PSO President

“We support 
our community 
with great 
pride.”

Concordia’s Parent Support Organization (PSO) has a wonderful time 
working on some of our favorite events such as Back to School Bash, 
International Festival, Christmas Bazaar, Staff Appreciation Luncheon, and 
the Elementary School Carnival to name a few. These are the hallmark 
events of the PSO and are highly anticipated throughout the school year. 

Last year, we continued to meet each month to discuss PSO business and 
connect with friends. I think it is safe to say that our favorite Community 
Meetings were hosted by both our Chinese and Korean parents. Our 
Chinese parents hosted a Chinese New Year event complete with a 
beautiful tea ceremony, and our Korean parents taught us how to ‘Roll it 
Your Way’ while making kimbap. Truly, it was a fantastic year to learn more 
about the different cultures that make up our community.

At each Community Meeting during the 2016-17 school year, I had the 
honor of awarding some stand-out PSO members our ARISE Award.  I 
wanted to highlight our members who really go above and beyond the call 
of duty in serving our Concordia Community.  Winners for this award were:

September: Junci Wu, Lisa D’Souza, Linda Curry, Joy Riggs 
October: Maria Marquis 
November: Donelle Colville, Alexis MacDonald, Terri Parker 
December: Donna Shi, Brenda Lyon 
February: Kristi Taylor 
March: Soo Hong 
April: Heather Brown 
May: Shannon Theut

Each year, we don our yellow shirts and support our community with great 
pride as we welcome new volunteers into our PSO circle. We carry the 
friendship and the lessons we learn from all our parent partners with us each 
day and we pass it on to new families that enter this lovely place we call 
‘home’.  
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The library is the information hub where the community can gather, 
think, learn, create, and teach. Through books our students’ passion for 
exploration, innovation, and information is taken to new heights! It is my 
pleasure to organize Concordia’s Book Week. The event is a celebration of 
literacy and learning that takes place each year in the Elementary School. 

For our 2017 Book Week event students were challenged to investigate, 
explore, examine, research, experiment, construct, and question the science 
that lives all around them. Alongside their teachers, students navigated 
through a week of applied learning with award-winning authors, Steve 
Jenkins and Robin Page. 

Jenkins and Page led students through hands-on investigation workshops, 
where the authors shared their writing process as well as their interest in 
scientific studies. They also helped students apply what they were learning 
to the creation of collage prints. Finally, the authors lead our Book Week 
Family Night which provided parents with a unique opportunity to create 
alongside their children. 

Throughout the week our students also participated in science labs 
conducted by the Mad Science Group and Concordia’s Science National 
Honor Society that had them taking part in a variety of experiments and 
discussions around the scientific process. Concordia STEM coaches led 
preschoolers through lab experiments that ranged from exploring force to 
investigating solids and liquids with dry ice bubbles.  

We ended our week of science and literacy with two events: a Pajama Read-
In—a symbolic reminder that one of the best times to read is before bed—
and a Parade of Science, where kids brought science to life by wearing 
science-themed costumes. 

Overall, students rose to the challenge of their week and reminded so many 
of those around them their call to investigate and inform themselves!
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Librarian Shares Love of Book Week

“Through 
books our 
students’ 
passions are 
taken to new 
heights!”
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It’s in our


